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EARTH, Undisclosed Location — Based on breaking news and events, it appears that CIA
Headquarters located beneath CERN at Lake Geneva in Switzerland will stage
a Smallpox attack and/or Smallpox outbreak, nuclear terror attacks and/or World War III by the
date of August 31, 2020.
The impending Earth-changing event is specifically designed to: a) politically resurrect one
Barack Hussein Obama in the aftermath of a military coup and/or National Emergency, b)
spawn a global Smallpox pandemic designed to cull billions via tainted Smallpox vaccines,
and/or c) active Area 51’s top-secret terminator drone program.
As originally depicted in ‘Obama 666: Will America’s First Dictator Please Stand Up?‘ (2016),
Obama is the chosen leader (i.e., puppet) who will shepherd the World through what is Biblically
known as the Great Tribulation during which billions of people on Earth will perish during the socalled End Time.
However, since Obama was unceremoniously removed from power back on January 20, 2017,
the CIA has been desperately trying to stage an Obama coup d’état in America so that he is in a
position of power when a global Smallpox pandemic ensues, nuclear bombs detonate and/or
World War III commences.
Since a military coup targeting Trump has thus far been unsuccessful, the CIA has now been
forced to resort to Plan B which evidently entails staging said Earth-changing event specifically
to trigger a National Emergency and/or a Trump Dissolution of Presidency Event (DOPE)
designed to politically resurrect the would-be global dictator Obama.
As originally depicted in the ‘Bio-Terror Bible‘ (2012), the CIA has concocted a most nefarious
plot to stage a Smallpox attack/outbreak and subsequent global Smallpox pandemic during
which billions of tainted Smallpox vaccines will be distributed around the World via mail, killing
virtually all who take them.
In the event that the CIA does in-fact stage a Smallpox attack, it will most likely be scapegoated
onto ANTIFA, a domestic militia (e.g., the Bundy Militia), an Islamic terror group (e.g., AlQaeda, Al Shabbab, Boko Haram, Hezbollah, ISIS, etc.), Neo-Nazis, and/or a nation state such
as China, Iran, North Korea and/or Russia.

As originally depicted in the March 22, 2020, YouTube video entitled in-part, ‘The Coronavirus
Conspiracy: End of the Internet & Russian Chemical Attack Expected‘, the purported symptoms
of COVID-19 coincidentally mimic those of Novichok, a Russian Nerve Agent which is dispersed
aerially in the form of a gas.
In respect to COVID-19, an infectious disease caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), its alleged symptoms include but are not limited to: a) cough, b)
shortness of breath, c) acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS), and d) multi-organ failure.
In respect to the Novichok nerve agent, a binary chemical weapon developed by the Soviet
Union and Russia, its symptoms include but are not limited to: a) respiratory arrest, b) cardiac
arrest, and c) death from heart failure or suffocation as copious fluid secretions fill the victim’s
lungs.
Consequently, it appears that the impending global Smallpox pandemic and nuclear terror
attacks (and their inherent nuclear fallout) are designed to provide the CIA the scientific cover it
needs to trigger Area 51’s top-secret terminator drone program which has been tasked with the
systematic genocide of humanity.
Said genocide will be executed via a never-ending swarm of autonomous drones armed with the
aforementioned Novichok nerve agent. Consequently, billions of people around the World will
think they have contracted COVID-19 when in reality they have been gassed by a lethal
Russian nerve agent courtesy of Area 51.
Lastly, it is imperative to note that in the case of a global Smallpox pandemic, the
aforementioned Novichok nerve agent will likely be mixed with a Blister Agent (e.g., Sulfur
Mustards, Nitrogen Mustards, etc.) so that it appears that the victims have contracted the
Smallpox virus which coincidentally features a full-body rash of blisters.

I. ACTIVATION OF AREA 51
It appears that Area 51 is home to the automated SKYNET terminator drone program which will
be activated in the aftermath of global Smallpox pandemic and/or nuclear terror attacks.
Although only conjecture, it’s highly likely that the top-secret military facility houses roughly
20,000 autonomous drones underground which are outfitted with refillable chemical tanks
designed to carry thousands of gallons of VX or Novickok nerve agents designed to gas every
single human on Earth—a global chemical Holocaust if you will. After dumping its respective
chemical payload into the atmosphere, each drone will land back at Area 51 where it will be
automatically refueled and reloaded with another chemical payload and sent along its merry
way. This process will repeat to infinity until the Earth is animal and human-free and
subsequently recreated during the impending Apocalypse. Lastly, in order to foreshadow the
notion of an unstoppable drone swarm emanating from Area 51, the CIA spawned the ‘Storm
Area 51, They Can’t Stop All of Us‘ Facebook event back on September 20, 2019. Translation:
Even if the respective militaries of the World are able to neutralize a large number of the Area
51 drones, there are too many to stop prior to the drones respective chemical payload taking
effect. It’s a race against time which the terminator drones are currently slated to win unless
those at the CIA with the power to shut down Area 51 prior to its irreversible activation.

II. THE SKYNET TERMINATOR PROGRAM
The notion that thousands of autonomous drones are slated to exterminate humanity is
coincidentally featured in the plot of the blockbuster film entitled ‘Terminator 2: Judgment Day‘
(1991) which features SKYNET, an artificial intelligence network which becomes autonomous
after nuclear attacks on Judgment Day. Considering that the Model 101 terminator drone brings
itself back online using an alternative power source, it can be deduced that the Area 51
extermination program will continue unabated once termination sequence is initiated. In other
words, Area 51 has a secret back-up power source which will ensure that the gassing of
humanity is not interrupted under any circumstance. Coincidentally, back on May 20, 2012, I
published a report entitled, ‘2012 NATO Summit in Chicago Cover For NATO Implementation Of
SKYNET Terminator Program‘, which revealed that SKYNET — although billed as a fictional
name for the terminator drone program in the Terminator movie series — is in fact a real-life
NATO military program that appears to be nearing completion.

According to Wikipedia, ‘SKYNET is a family of military satellites, now operated by Paradigm
Secure Communications on behalf of the UK Ministry of Defence which provide strategic
communication services to the three branches of the British Armed Forces and to NATO forces
engaged on coalition tasks’. SKYNET is also the name of a program by the U.S. National
Security Agency which coincidentally performs machine learning analysis on communications
data to extract information about possible terror suspects. The notion that SKYNET drones will
be responsible for the systematic genocide of humanity via their chemical fallout was
foreshadowed by the video game entitled Fallout 2 (1998) in which the artificial intelligence is
named SKYNET. A Coincidence? Not a chance. Lastly, the notion that SKYNET is logistics
cover for a real-life terminator drone program is corroborated by the fact that the SKYNET logo
features a silhouette of the McDonnell Douglas A-12 Avenger II drone.

III. ATTACK OF THE A-12 AVENGER II DRONES
Exactly what type of drones will be used in the systematic chemical genocide of humanity is not
known, but the McDonnell Douglas A-12 Avenger II aircraft which was first developed by the
United States Navy’s Advanced Tactical Aircraft (ATA) program in 1983 is the most likely
suspect for the following reasons:
a) ALL WEATHER: The A-12 Avenger II was developed as an all-weather aircraft which allows
it to circumnavigate the globe in any weather condition, thereby enabling the systematic
genocide of humanity to continue unabated regardless of weather conditions.
b) STEALTH: The A-12 Avenger II was developed as a stealth aircraft which will allow it to
circumnavigate the globe undetected by military radar, thereby enabling it to carry out the
systematic genocide of humanity unabated.
c) CARRIER-BASED: The A-12 Avenger II was developed as a carrier-based aircraft which
suggests that it is equipped with: a) CATOBAR (Catapult Assisted Take-Off But Arrested
Recovery), a system used for the launch and recovery of aircraft from the deck of an aircraft
carrier or secret underground base, and b) Autoland, a system that fully automates the landing
procedure of an aircraft in all weather conditions.
d) CO-DEVELOPED: The A-12 Avenger II was originally developed in 1983 by both McDonnell
Douglas and General Dynamics under a $57 billion grant from the United States Navy via their
Advanced Tactical Aircraft (ATA) division. Although only conjecture, it appears that one
aerospace company developed the A-12 Avenger II while the other actually produced it, albeit in
secret as the program was allegedly canceled in 1991.

e) NO PROTOTYPE: Since the A-12 Avenger II was first developed in 1983 by both McDonnell
Douglas and General Dynamics and unceremoniously canceled 8-years later in 1991 without so
much as a prototype ever being built, its highly likely that the program continued on, albeit in
secret. That is to say that it would not take 8-years to develop a mere sketch of the A-12
Avenger II with nothing else to show for it. Needless to say, if in-fact a secret terminator drone
program was in-fact developed, it would at some point have to go underground, hence the
alleged cancellation, 8-years and $57 billion later.
f) DEEP TRIANGULAR BOW: The ever deepening triangular airframe of the A-12 Avenger
II evidently serves as a massive chemical cell designed to be filled and refilled with large
amounts of VX or Novickok nerve agents at Area 51. In other words, the thick frontal bow of
the A-12 Avenger II is evidently hollow which allows the aircraft to carry thousands of gallons of
chemicals aerodynamically.
g) FLAT RUDDER-LIKE BASE: The perfectly flat triangular tail of the A-12 Avenger II evidently
serves as a chemical dispersal system which allows for large amounts of VX or Novickok nerve
agents to be sprayed evenly into the atmosphere. That is to say that the elongated base-like
structure of the A-12 Avenger II evidently serves as an advanced aerial application (i.e., crop
dusting mechanism) which allows the aircraft to disperse its respective payload of chemical
agents in a uniform manner.
h) SILHOUETTE OF SKYNET LOGO: The silhouette of the A-12 Avenger II is coincidentally
found verbatim in the triangular logo of the SKYNET terminator program which suggests that the
allegedly never-produced stealth aircraft is in-fact the chosen aircraft of the SKYNET terminator
drone program.
i) NUMEROLOGY: The numerology inherent to the A-12 Avenger II suggests that it is in-fact
the chosen aircraft for the systematic genocide of humanity. Firstly, the letter ‘A’ found at the
start of the A-12 Avenger II name was originally derived from the Chevron symbol (i.e., ‘Ʌ’)
which equates the the letter ‘C’ in the English alphabet. Because the number ‘II’ found at the
end of the A-12 Avenger II name doubles as the number ’11’ which equates to the letter ‘K’ in
the English alphabet where it doubles as the letter ‘C’, the name of the A-12 Avenger II is
flanked by the ‘CC’ or ‘cc’ numerology, albeit esoterically. That is because the letters ‘CC’
or (cc) is a medical acronym for Cubic Centimetre which is used to measure a given amount of
medicine, or in this case poison (e.g., VX or Novickok nerve agents). This notion is corroborated
by the fact that the three-sided triangular shape of the A-12 Avenger II equates to the number ‘3’
which subsequently equates to the letter ‘C’ in the English alphabet. Consequently, more than
one A-12 Avenger II aircraft numerologically invoke multiple C’s (i.e., cc, ccc, cccc, etc.). In
other words, a fleet of A-12 Avenger II aircraft are numerologically reflective of the chemical
genocide which they are slated to inflict on humanity. Again, the letters ‘CC’ or (cc) is a medical
acronym for Cubic Centimetre which is used to measure a given amount of medicine, or in this
case poison (e.g., VX or Novickok nerve agents). Lastly, aside from the fact that the Chevron
Corporation (which contains twin upside down Chevron symbols in its respective logo) is in the
business of gas, the number ‘3’ in addition to the number ’12’ found in the name of the A-12
Avenger II equates to the letter ‘L’ in the English alphabet which acronymically spells ‘CL’ as in
‘Cull’ and ‘Kill’.

IV. A GLOBAL HOLOCAUST
In order to perfect the system of mass aerial poison dispersal, the CIA has been engaging in
daily geoengineering, otherwise known as chem-trailing as depicted in the film, ‘What In the
World are They Spraying‘ (2010). Lastly, the notion that there is a heinous plot to gas the World
is corroborated by the fact that the CIA staged a Novichok Agent attack at a mall in Salisbury,
England, back on March 4, 2018. Because the letter ‘M’ consists of two Chevron symbols (i.e.,
‘Ʌ’) which equate the the letter ‘C’ in the English alphabet, the term ‘Mall’ equates to ‘CC-All’
which essentially translates to ‘Poison All’ ‘. That is because the letters ‘CC’ or (cc) is medical
acronym for Cubic Centimetre which is used in to measure a given amount of medicine, or in
this case poison.In order words, the plan is for all if humanity to choke to death courtesy of
the Novichok Agent.

V. MALAYSIAN AIRLINES FLIGHT MH370 ATTACK
Exactly what type of bio-chemical or nuclear attack CIA Headquarters beneath Lake Geneva will
stage in order to activate said drones at Area 51 is obviously not known, but it may be executed
via a 9/11-style attack by Malaysian Airlines Flight MH370. That being said, a crash landing by
the plane filled with infected passengers is also a realistic possibility. As originally depicted in
the July 13, 2020, 911Truther.org report entitled, ‘10 Reasons Why Malaysian Airlines Fligh
MH370 was Hijacked by Israel on March 8, 2014, Specifically for a Bio-Chemical or Nuclear
Attack‘. Although Israel is evidently harboring Flight MH370, the impending 9/11-style attack will
likely be scapegoated onto Afghanistan, Iran, Pakistan and/or the state-sponsored terror group
known as ISIS which was specifically created by the CIA in Switzerland as political cover for
biological and nuclear-related terror attacks. Due to the foiled 2011 Super Bowl Nuclear Terror
Plot and the foiled 2014 Super Bowl Nuclear Terror Plot, the Geneva-based CIA was forced to
order the hijacking of Malaysian Airlines Flight MH370 in order to execute a surprise WMD strike
at any time or place in the world.
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